Genetic imprinting is defined as a reversible, differential marking of genes or chromosomes that is determined by the sex of the parent from whom the genetic material is inherited [1] . Imprinting was first observed in insects where, in some species, most notably among the coccoids (scale insects and allies), the differential marking of paternally and maternally transmitted chromosome sets leads to inactivation or elimination of paternal chromosomes 
In the course of routine mobilization of a transposable P element bearing the white (w) gene (Figure 1a) , we recovered one insertion in which w showed variegated expression. Genetic and cytological mapping located this P element near the tip of the short arm of the Y chromosome ( Figure 1b) . Euchromatic genes, such as w, typically show position-effect variegation when placed close to heterochromatin [5] , so it is not surprising that expression of a transgene located on the heterochromatic Y chromosome should be variegated. Because the Y chromosome does not determine sex in Drosophila, females that carry the Y chromosome can be produced. We used an attached-X chromosome (in which the two X chromosomes of a female are attached to the same centromere; named C(1)DX) to produce a stock in which both males and females carried the transposonbearing Y chromosome (designated Y w+ for the purpose of simplifying discussion). The males of this stock exhibited significantly more pigmented eye tissue than males of the parental free-X stock. (Expression could not be examined in females because the C(1)DX chromosome carries w + , which is dominant and so obscures visualizing expression of the Y-linked transgene.) It seemed possible that the different heritage of the Y chromosomes in the two stocks might determine the different levels of variegation. In a normal free-X stock, Y chromosomes are transmitted from father to son Structure and location of the imprinted P element. (a) Diagram of the P[RSw] element that was used in this work. The transposon carries a functional white (w + ) gene , a non-functional partial yellow (y) gene, and two recombination targets (FRTs) for the FLP site-specific recombinase. The P element was constructed by adding a 4.3 kb fragment of the y gene into the previously described plasmid pP[RS3] [13] . (b) The insertion site of this element on the Y chromosome was revealed by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [20] . (We call the insertion Y, RSw-10A; in this paper, the simplifying designation Y w+ is used). Chromatin stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) is white; hybridization signals are red. An arrow indicates the position of the insertion near the tip of the short arm of the Y chromosome. Hybridization is also visible near the tip of the X chromosome, where the y and w genes are normally located. Figure 2a) ; in an attached-X stock, the Y chromosomes are passed from mother to son and from father to daughter (Figure 2b ). To exclude the possibility that the difference in eye pigmentation was caused by genetic modifiers of variegation introduced when the attached-X stock was constructed, we outcrossed males and females from the attached-X stock and scored pigment in the genetically identical sons of the two crosses. The difference in pigmentation between sons with a paternally inherited Y w+ and a maternally inherited Y w+ is highly significant, as can be seen by comparing Figures 3a and 3b (p < 0.0001 using the Mann-Whitney U test), and is readily apparent to even casual inspection (Figures 4a,b) . This demonstrates that the increased pigmentation of males in the attached-X stock is not caused by genetic modifiers.
It was still possible that the C(1)DX attached-X chromosome induced a heritable suppression of variegation on the Y w+ chromosome. Other cases of such phenomena have been reported [6] [7] [8] . To examine maternal transmission of Y w+ without using an attached-X chromosome, we recovered an XXY w+ female from within the original free-X stock. Such females arise spontaneously at a rate of approximately 0.1%, as a result of XX nondisjunction [9] . A stock was established and maintained by repeated backcrosses of XXY w+ females to XY w+ males from the original stock, thus maintaining the same genetic background in both lines. XXY w+ females and XY w+ Y w+ males constitute approximately half the progeny of this cross (Figure 2c) . By crossing flies with these exceptional sex chromosome constitutions, we can examine two other groups of genetically identical offspring that have inherited their Y w+ chromosome either paternally or maternally. XY males with a paternal Y w+ show much less pigment than do those with a maternal Y w+ (Figure 3c,d ; p < 0.0001). XXY daughters also show much less pigment when they have a paternal rather than a maternal Y w+ (Figure 3e ,f; p < 0.0001; the zeropigment class from each graph was excluded from the statistical analysis because some or all of the flies of that category may be XX females in Figure 3e , and probably all are XX females in Figure 3f -see Figure 2 ). The difference between paternal and maternal transmission of Y w+ is also apparent when the XY(Y) sons of males and females with an additional Y w+ chromosome are compared (Figure 3g,h) . Thus, the paternal/maternal difference in expression cannot be attributed to a modifying effect of the C(1)DX chromosome, and is instead controlled by imprinting. However, the difference between XY M sons of attached-X and free-X females (Figure 3b,d ) does suggest that the maternal genotype can modify this imprintcontrolled expression.
Crosses with XXY females and XYY males also demonstrate that the imprint that governs the level of variegation is readily reversible. The Y w+ -bearing progeny of XY w+ Y w+ males consistently show low levels of pigmentation, even though their fathers are quite strongly pigmented (being the sons of XXY w+ mothers), and the Y w+ -bearing progeny of XXY w+ mothers consistently show high levels of pigmentation, irrespective of whether those mothers were produced as the lightly pigmented daughters of XY w+ Y w+ males, or as the heavily pigmented daughters of XXY w+ females (data not shown).
Finally, crossing XXY w+ females to XY w+ males shows that the maternal/paternal difference in variegation is not a maternal effect. The sons of this cross are predominantly XY P and XY M Y P (where Y P and Y M are the paternal and maternal chromosomes, respectively; Figure 2c ). If increased pigmentation were caused by having an XXY w+ mother, then all sons should exhibit a high level of pigment (as in Figure 3d,h) . Instead, we observed a bimodal distribution of pigmentation in the sons of this cross (Figure 5a ), no doubt corresponding to XY P males (left peak) and XY M Y P males (right peak). The maternal Y w+ shows the typical maternally imprinted level of expression in daughters (Figure 5b) . In this experiment, we were also able to distinguish XY M males (Figure 5c ). These males exhibited approximately the same degree of pigmentation as the XY M males of Figure 3d (as expected; p = 0.91), and they clearly have more pigment than the Other instances of parentally influenced gene expression have been described in Drosophila [10] . In only one case have genetic modifiers or maternal effects been excluded as the cause [11] . What further sets the present example apart is the nature and location of the gene that is imprinted. Because the P[RSw] element carries FRT recombination sites, it can be used as a target site for DNA insertion [12] , allowing other genes or sequences to be examined for their resistance or susceptibility to
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Figure 3
Eye pigment in progeny with a paternal or maternal Y w+ . Eyes were categorized by estimating the fraction of each that was pigmented; these values are indicated along the x axis. The bars at the extreme left and the extreme right signify eyes that were completely white or fully pigmented, respectively. The y axis gives the proportion that fell into each category. The genotypes that were examined for each histogram are indicated and can be cross-referenced to Figure 2 using the codes in parentheses. The crosses used to produce them are described below, where Y w+ is used to indicate the Y chromosome that carries the w transgene; n is the number of eyes scored. X chromosome mutations used in these crosses are: y, yellow; f, forked; and w and w 1118 , both of which are white-null mutations. The XXY mothers used for these crosses could be distinguished from their XX siblings by the fact that they or their progeny exhibited some eye pigment, and by the fact that XXY females typically produce a small proportion of X-chromosome nondisjunction. In (d), progeny with the C6 genotype were recognized as y + sons. In (f), genotypes C1 and C3 were y + daughters and were not phenotypically distinguishable from each other; nor were the genotypes C2 and C4 (h) distinguishable, which were both y sons. Approximately half the progeny scored in (f) and (h) will not carry Y w+ and will have completely white eyes. The 'zero pigment' column has been differentially shaded to reflect this, and the vertical scale has been doubled for these panels. imprinting, or to produce chromosome rearrangements [13] that might serve to map a site that determines the imprinted behavior.
It has been evident for some time that the paternally and maternally derived chromosomes of a Drosophila zygote may be distinguished for several divisions after fertilization. The mutation pal causes occasional zygotic chromosome loss that is strictly limited to the paternal set [14] , and the mutations ncd and nod cause zygotic chromosome loss that is predominantly or entirely limited to the maternal set [15, 16] . Although Drosophila DNA is not methylated [17, 18] , sperm chromosomes are highly condensed and are packaged with sperm-specific chromatin proteins [19] , perhaps providing an initial means for distinguishing maternal and paternal chromosomes. Given that w transgenes do not normally show imprint-affected expression, the present example is most likely to be attributable to features of the Y chromosome near the insertion site.
What purpose might such an imprint serve? The Y chromosome is rich in middle-repetitive DNA, and several families of transposable elements are found on the Y chromosome [20] : perhaps silencing of the paternal Y might impede their mobilization. The Y chromosome is uniquely susceptible to such regulation: it carries no genes needed for development or viability, and is normally transmitted only by males. It has been suggested that DNA methylation in eukaryotes may serve to silence transposons [21] . In the absence of DNA methylation, Drosophila may have evolved an imprint-mediated mechanism to silence a significant fraction of the transposons carried in its genome. 
